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ABSTRACT 

A key improvement was to use a statistical model, such as a logistic-regression model, to quantify 

the relationship between test-suite and fault characteristics and a test suite’s ability to detect a fault. 

The statistical model can be used to show which test-suite and fault characteristics have important 

(statistically significant) effects on fault detection, and the direction and magnitude of those effects. 

This information can, as Chapter 1 explained, improve the science of testing. It can also, as this 

chapter shows, improve the practice of testing—specifically, the practice of regression testing.  

Regression testing is an important step in the software-maintenance cycle that  

tests modifications made to previously tested software.  An iteration of regression  

testing is an opportunity to catch changes that break the software.  It is also an  

opportunity to learn how to make the next regression-testing iteration more effective.  

Key words: Regression, fault characteristics, software-maintenance, next regression-testing. 

 

INTRODUCTION 

Software defects also have their technical terms. In common parlance, these terms are 

often used interchangeably, and even among experts they have different meanings in different 

communities [50]. In this work, mistakes, faults, and failures are treated as distinct, 

following one version of the definitions in the IEEE Standard Glossary of Software 

Engineering Terminology [50]. Here, a mistake is considered to be a flaw in a programmer’s 

mental conception of a program that leads to one or more problems in the software.  Each 

of those problems, as it is manifested in the source code of the software, is called a fault. 

A fault may cause one or more failures, or incorrect behaviors in the software. This work 

uses the term defects to refer generally to problems with software—mistakes, faults, or 

failures.  

When researchers study the abilities of testing techniques to detect defects, they usually 

need to collect or create some defective software on which to try the  

techniques.  They can accomplish this in several ways.  They can collect natural  

defects (sometimes called real defects), which are defects made accidentally by the  

developers of a software product. If the developers have kept good records through a  

version-control system and a defect-tracking system, then researchers can isolate and  

reconstruct the defects that have been fixed over time, although this is a painstaking  

process.  Alternatively, researchers can seed defects into a software product—that  

is, insert them intentionally. Defects can either be seeded by hand or by automated  

mutation. A mutation fault is a small, typo-like fault in the code, such as changing  
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a plus sign to a minus sign.  

 

REVIEW OF LITERATURE  

To understand fully how evaluations of testing techniques may depend on the  

defects used, one must be familiar with the typical procedure for such evaluations.  

Although some analytical approaches have been proposed [23], by far the most  

common and practical way to evaluate testing techniques continues to be empirical  

studies. Typically, these studies investigate hypotheses like “Technique A detects  

more defects than technique B” or “A detects more than zero defects more often  

than B” [32].  

Empirical studies, by their very nature as sample-based evaluations, always  

face the risk that different samples might lead to different results.  An empirical  

study must select a sample of software to test, a sample of the test suites that can  

be generated (or recognized) by each technique for the software, and a sample of  

the defects (typically faults) that may arise in the software. Because different studies 

usually use different samples, one study might report that technique A detects more faults 

than B, while another would report just the opposite. More and more, published 

empirical studies of software testing are acknowledging this as a threat to external validity 

[5, 26, 53].  

MATERIAL AND METHOD 

To date, research has paid much attention to the problem of constructing a  

test suite initially but little attention to improving upon the initial suite’s fault  

detection given some experience.  Much research has studied the choice of testing  

technique and other factors that make for an effective test suite, without necessarily 

considering regression testing (Section 2.3).  Research specifically on regression testing has 

typically focused on selecting or prioritizing test cases from the initial  

test suite in order to improve the speed or cost of fault detection [28, 55, 54]. But,  

so far, no one has used feedback from previous iterations of regression testing to  

design a test suite that detects more faults, or more important faults, in the current  

iteration.  

Suppose that a team of testers needs to test version n of a software product.  For 

versions 1, . . . , n − 1, the test suites used, the faults found by each test suite, and the faults 

found after testing (e.g., by users) have been recorded. This section describes three ways 

that testers could use this information with a statistical model of fault detection to 

better test version n.  

Statistical model (fabricated, not based on real data):  

Logit (Pr(Det)) = 0.3T.Events + 3T.Pairs − 10F.CovBef + 40T.Pairs × F.CovBef 
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Characteristics of test suites used for versions 1, . . . , n − 1:  

T.Events  T.Pairs  

2.0 0.20 

 

 

Known faults in version 1: 

 

F.CovBef = 0.3 F.CovBef = 0.7 Total 

Found by GUI testing 30 30 60 

 

 

Known faults in versions 1, . . . , n − 1 : 

F.CovBef = 0.3        F.CovBef = 0.7 Total 

Found by GUI testing          200                                200            400 

Found by users, etc.            100                                 400            500 

Figure .1: Statistical model and other data used in examples 

Three scenarios are described, and each is illustrated with at least one example.  

To be concrete, the examples use fictitious data. (The next section demonstrates the 

scenarios with real data.) While the scenarios make no assumptions about the testing 

technique or statistical model being used, the examples assume that the testers are 

using GUI testing and a logistic-regression model similar to the ones developed in the 

previous chapter.  The logistic-regression model and other data used in the examples are 

summarized in Figure 1.  

CONCLUSION 

It shows how feedback—in the form of test-suite and fault histories  

from previous iterations of regression testing—together with statistical models of  

fault detection can help testers detect more, and more important, faults as regression  

testing progresses.  The next section describes three such scenarios.  To make the  

descriptions more palpable, each scenario is illustrated with a simple example based  

on fictitious feedback and models. While fictitious data, in its contrived neatness,  

helps to clearly explain the scenarios, real data can better show their strengths and  

weaknesses.  That is why Section 5.2 demonstrates the scenarios with data from  

two versions of a real application.  Section 5.3.1 outlines a more comprehensive  

evaluation of these scenarios and describes several additional scenarios.  
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